Predicting the future is hard, more so in active research areas. In this paper, we customize an established model for citation prediction of research papers and apply it on research topics. We argue that research topics, rather than individual publications, have wider relevance in the research ecosystem, for individuals as well as organizations. In this study, topics are extracted from a corpus of software engineering publications covering 55,000+ papers written by more than 70,000 authors across 56 publication venues, over a span of 38 years, using natural language processing techniques. We demonstrate how critical aspects of the original paper-based prediction model are valid for a topic-based approach. Our results indicate the customized model is able to predict citations for many of the topics considered in our study with reasonably high accuracy. Insights from these results indicate the promise of citation of prediction of research topics, and its utility for individual researchers, as well as research groups.
INTRODUCTION

Background
Across domains, researchers are deeply interested in knowing how long their results will continue to attract attention in the community. Being cited by peer researchers reflects an important aspects of such attention. Since citations are gathered over long periods of time after a result is published, it is challenging to predict how important the result will remain in future. This importance prevails across different levels, from the individual to the organizational. Individual researches need to make informed decisions about the research threads they choose to pursue, while research organizations -both academic and industrial -require objective 
Context and Approach
While papers are widely regarded as research units, we posit that topics represent more reliable quanta of research. As we discuss further in the subsequent sections of this paper, a topic is a collection of papers that are thematically linked; given a corpus of papers, topics are discovered by natural language processing algorithms such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Across the development life cycle of a discipline, individuals as well as institutions are more concerned with how the importance of research topics -rather than individual papers -vary over time. From this perspective, we have customized the paper-based model presented in [18] to be applicable in a topic-based context. We examine key components of the methodology of [18] when applied to topics vis-a-vis papers -growth of topic volume, preferential attachment, and temporal decay to establish the validity of the model for topics. We then apply the model on a large corpus of software engineering publications to extract insights on the predictability of topic citations.
Research contribution
The research contribution from this study can be summarized as:
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study on citation prediction of topics.
• We demonstrate the effective application of a mechanistic model for topics.
• We apply the model on a large corpus of research publications and derive insights with implications for individuals as well as organizations.
Organization of the paper
The paper has been organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the related work in this area. Next, we provide a brief description of the software publication data, as well as an approach to derive a set of topics from the dataset in Section 3. Next, we describe the prediction model construction approach in Section 4. We demonstrate the prediction accuracy of the model in Section 5. We briefly describe the threats to validity of this approach in Section 6. Finally we conclude our paper.
RELATED WORK
There has been a growing research interest in modeling and analyzing the dynamics behind scientific research collaboration, publication and its impact based on citation. The pioneering work by [11, 9, 10] on the science of science observed the exponential nature of the publication volume and recognized the importance of citations in the world of scientific publications. A significant number of research publications on citation based analysis of published papers appeared in [13, 14, 4, 1, 15, 18, 19] . The work by [14] is an early report on modeling the aging phenomenon of a published paper. The work by [12, 15] discussed the phenomenon of preferential attachment in scientific papers. One common characteristics of these contribution is that the analysis was mostly done on the publication data from journals related to theoretical sciences. In contrast to the existing approaches we have taken the discipline of software engineering, which is one of the earliest, recognized disciple in computer science. The publication data we have considered comprises of not only journals but conferences, whose longevity is arguably less compared to an archival publication. In one of our earlier work we have shown that the preferential attachment is present for papers the domain of software engineering [6] . However, what differentiates our current work from the existing body of literature is that we have attempted to define a prediction model on a set of topics, which is at a higher level of abstraction than papers. The modeling effort is nontrivial as the topic model derived from papers is a probabilistic one based on the similarity of content of papers. In our earlier work [7, 8] , we have shown that the topic model based on the information content of papers work reasonably well in terms of predicting the longevity of the topic in the domain of software engineering. In the current approach, as described later in this paper, we have shown that a simple adaptation of the citation prediction model on papers, proposed by Wang et al. [18] also can be useful in predicting citations that a topic will attract in the near future.
DATA DESCRIPTION
In this paper we examine a body of 55,000+ papers collected from over 56 venues authored by ∼ 73000 researchers between the years 1975-2013. Our primary source of data is from Microsoft Academic Graph Data [16] . Paper abstracts were extracted from the AMiner [17] database. While the AMiner data contains publication data in computer science, the microsoft academic graph contains data from other branches as well. The data was filtered to match 56 prominent venues in software engineering which account for the papers with appropriate citation data used in this paper. After filtering the papers, we built our corpus comprising of paper published in software engineering venues since its inception (1968) till 2013. The corpus comprises of i) papers ii) authors iii) publication venues iv) paper abstract v) citation data restricted to software engineering domain only. Merging the two massive data sets, was a challenging effort where we linked the publication data from one data set to the other using approximate string matching approach over the paper title. We skip the nitty gritties of the corpus creation process in this paper.
Topic Modeling
Though ACM classification of computer science topics 1 is being enforced in most of the recent publications, the classification framework has evolved over time. Most of the publications that we are dealing with since 1975 certainly do not follow this classification framework. In view of this we have used the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model to identify topics from the collection of 55,000+ papers. LDA has been widely used to model topics from text corpora particularly in the context of research publications. The work by Datta et. al [7, 8] described the process of extracting and finalizing topics from the corpora of papers P, where each paper p is treated as a document comprising of the title and the abstract. In this paper we briefly mention this process for brevity.
The LDA algorithm, based on Blei's original implementation [3] , considers each paper p ∈ P to be a probability distribution θp over a limited number of topics Γ = {τ1 · · · τ k }.
LDA also generates another distribution of keywords (collected from all the papers in the corpus) over topics. We do not consider this distribution for our analysis in this paper. We only use Θ = {θp|p ∈ P} topic-paper mixture model. Next, we use a threshold ψ to discard a paper p belonging to a topic τ when θp(τ ) < ψ. Subsequently, for each topic, we denote Pτ to be the set of papers that belongs to this topic. Identifying the number of topics is an important part of this process. In our case, we have used a log-likelihood measure to decide the number of topics. In our study, we have generated 60 topics from the software engineering publication data for our work. More details about the process of topic generation may be found in [8] .
CITATION PREDICTION MODEL
In this paper we have adapted the citation prediction model for papers proposed by Wang et al. [18] . The authors have built the prediction model from the publication data from a few journals. The original prediction model comprises of the following key components:
1. Growth of papers over time (for the journal under consideration): The authors have observed that the publication volume, denoted by N (t) grows exponentially with time. 2. Authors bring the notion of temporal decay, described as the aging factor which captures the notion that novel ideas proposed in a paper are assimilated in subsequent publications as this paper is read and cited over time. This in a sense, "fades" the novelty factor of the original paper and eventually it's citation count decreases. They have also observed that the decay phenomenon can be best modeled by a log-normal survival probability P (∆tp), which essentially computes the probability that a paper p will be cited again in the future after time ∆tp = t − t p pub , where t p pub is the publication year of p. This essentially indicate the survival rate of p's novelty factor to the research community. 3. Alongwith the decay, there is a notion of "preferential attachment" which captures the idea that highly cited papers are more visible and likely to be cited again than less cited paper. The probability that a paper p's will be cited again is proportional to the total number of citations c t p that p received previously. 1 http://www.acm.org/about/class/1998 4. Finally, the model uses a constant called a "fitness" value, for the lack of a better term, λp for a paper p that essentially denotes several other intangible factors that can influence the novelty and hence the citation of the paper p, relative to another paper. The prediction model based on the paper citation combines these components and solves the equations to come up with a final prediction model.
While it is intuitively plausible that such a model is adaptable for topics, the adaptation is not trivial. While citations of a paper is a ground truth, citations for a topic has to be derived. While calculating the aging factor of a paper, there is a clear starting point, which is the year of publication of the paper. However, a topic does not have such a birth date. Furthermore, the original model was applied only for a handful set of journals, whereas we are attempting to fit the model for a domain of software engineering comprising of 50+ journals and conferences, covering almost the entire breadth of the domain.
A research topic in reality can be impacted by various sociological factors, unlike a paper. A research topics can be attractive or "saturated" due to factors that are beyond the realm of any meaningful modeling, such as technological developments or influences from the industry, an increase or the lack of funding, a scientific revolution and so on. These factors can influence researchers to publish or cite papers in a particular research topic. Our current model does not consider such factors.
Topic Citation
In order to define the prediction model, we first define the notion of topic citations c t τ uptil the year t as the weighted sum of the citations of the component papers, the weight being the probability of paper touching upon a given topic. Thus,
where c t p is the cumulative citation of the paper p uptil the year t since its publication.
Growth of topic volume
The growth of scientific publications is exponential is well documented (first by Price et. al [9] ) but various groups have also shown the growth of publication volume is exponential within each discipline [4] . We find this to be consistent within our dataset. While [18] observed the exponential growth N (t) ∼ e βt of paper within a set of journals, we observed the same phenomenon to be true for the entire corpus of software engineering publication where where β = 16
for the software engineering publications.
In order to extend the growth model for topics, we define the growth of volume for a topic τ , to be
1. For each topic, we plot Nτ (t) vs. t and observed an exponential growth. 2. For each topic, we fit the publication count data on an exponential curve like ae bt + c and obtain parameters a, b, c using least squares. 3. We then use the R 2 as well as Kolmogrov Smirnov (KS) D statistic measure which is used to evaluate the We thus verify the hypothesis that the growth of volume of papers in each topic is Nτ (t) ∼ e tβτ . We have shown the best, average and the worst fit in Figure 1 
Preferential Attachment
While the paper citation count has been a standard metric to evaluate the impact (and hence the longevity) of a paper, such a measure is useful for a topic as well, even though there is a subtle difference between the longevity of a paper and a topic. A topic remains prevalent in the research community when researchers not only publish more papers in the topic, but refer to published papers from this topic as well. In the case of a paper, it is quite possible that a seminal paper remains highly cited after a long time since its publication even though the field or a topic does not remain "attractive" to the next generation of researcher. As a result, the papers in the topic do not attract citations over time, but the individual paper remains visible due to its seminal contribution.
For a topic τ , we define the notion its preferential attachment as the probability that a topic τ is cited again in year t is proportional to c t τ , where cτ,t is the citations received by τ in year t, and c t τ is the cumulative citations received by τ until year t as defined earlier.
In Figure 2 we document the prevalence of preferential attachment. To verify the preferential attachment, for each topic, we plot a distribution of attachment rate A vs c t τ . The notion of attachment rate in the case of a topic is essentially the evolution of citations for that topic. Formally, it gives the likelihood that a topic τ with c t τ citations will be cited again in the near future. To compute the attachment rate, we perform the following:
1. We take the slices
For each time slice Ti, for a topic τ , we compute the cumulative citations c T i obtained by τ during this time. We perform the computation for all the topics. 3. We now cluster the topics based on the c T i (±5%) values. Let this cluster be G k,T i = {τi · · · τj}, where for notational convenience we denote the range c T i (±5%) to be k.
For each k we now compute
We plot k vs average A k,T i for each time slice. As shown in Figure 2 , the relationship appears linear.
Temporal Decay
Adapting the approach in [18] proposed for papers, we define the temporal decay of a topic τ to be:
where µτ denotes the time for the topic τ to reach its citation peak and στ denotes the decay rate for the topic τ . To understand our adaption of this decay model, we first briefly describe how this aging function was derived for papers. 1. The authors considered papers for a given journal, published during a fixed time frame of 1950-1960. 2. For a fixed cumulative citation ca = 10, for each paper p whose t p pub ∈ {1950 − 1960}, they computed ∆tp for the year when the paper's citation reaches ca. 3. The ∆t values thus collected for each paper were plotted against the P (∆t | ca) distribution to observe a lognormal distribution.
Since our data set of software engineering publications shows a strong prevalence of temporal decay for the papers, we were motivated to adapt and extend the decay model for topics as well. In order to now adapt the model for the topic, it is important to define a publication year for a topic. In the current model we have considered the following approach: 1. We create three time slices T = {1975 − 1989, 1989 − 1998, 1999 − 2008} and for each time slice Ti, for each topic τ we calculate a cumulative citation c T i τ as:
2. We compute the ∆tτ,T i for each topic τ in each time slice Ti by taking ∆tτ,
is the start year of each time slice. 3. The ∆tτ,T i are collected for each topic in each time slice and their distribution is plotted (P (∆tτ,T i | ca) vs ∆tτ,T i ) to observe a lognormal distribution. 4. We get three plots for each ca value corresponding to the distribution for each time slice in T = {T1, T2, T3} 5. For the model construction we repeated this for ca = 15, 20, 30 With the above modification, we observed that even the topics follow a similar decay model. We haves shown the decay model for ca = 20 and ca = 30 in Figure 3. 
Topic's Citation Prediction Model
Following the approach proposed by [18] , we combined the temporal decay, preferential attachment and the fitness to obtain the probability that a topic τ is cited again at time t as
One can solve the above equation alongwith the equation for growth in volume, to get the following master equation that allows us to predict the cumulative number of citations a topic receives in year t: 
The Φ function is the cumulative normal distribution, whereas m, is a constant that indicates the average number of references each new topic contains. The βτ parameter cap- tures the growth rate of a topic, and Dτ is a normalization constant for a topic. Since we have adapted the approach in [18] , we skip the detailed derivation of c t τ here. Furthermore, analogous to a paper's fitness, λτ represents a topic's fitness which we empirically derive from the papers for each topic τ . In the original model however, the authors considered all the papers published in a particular journal to be their corpus, and hence they treated β and D to be a system-wide constant.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To test our model, we have split each topic's citation history into test and training sets. Therefore for a topic τ since we have computed the c We apply the model for each topic as follows: 1. Using citation training data for topic τ , we obtain unique µτ , στ , λτ by collapsing the citation histories into the equation for c t τ by applying non linear least squares fit to the equation over the training citation data points. 2. For each year t in the test phase we obtain c t τ as the predicted cumulative citation by plugging parameters µτ , στ , λτ into the equation. 3. We test these predicted citation on various metrics to see that the model indeed works and provides a good prediction. To quantify the model's predictive accuracy we tested its output on various statistical metrics like Normalized Root Mean Square, Coefficient of determination (goodness of fit), MAE and KS test. The summary of the results are shown in Table 1 .
Next we show the prediction accuracy over the topics in Table 2 . As shown in this table, there are 17 topics, for which the prediction accuracy with respect to R 2 value, lies within [0.95 − 1] and for 80% of the topics, the R 2 value is > 0.7. However, for a small 5% of the topics, we have observed a negative R 2 value, which is quite possible for a non-linear model [5] like our approach.
For NRMSE, we observe in Table 2 We also applied KS test as shown in the Table 1 . We find that 78% topics have a p value > 0.7 confirming our Null Hypothesis that the empirical topic citations follow the same distribution as the citations predicted from Eq 3.t.
We group the topics into high ( 7000), good ( 1000), moderate( 800) and low( 500) categories of citations (the numbers are chosen so as make the group sizes to be roughly equal), where the cumulative citations are computed till the training period of 2008. We then plot a ratio Figure 4 shows that the trends are close to best prediction accuracy (close to 1).
We also highlight that the prediction accuracy does not depend on the value of m we choose. We have varied the value of m starting with 10 to values close to 100 and observed that the prediction accuracy of the model remains unaffected. 
Power of the combined model
We also compared the prediction accuracy of the combined model (that combines the growth, the temporal decay and the preferential attachment) with the individual components of the model, namely the preferential attachment and the temporal decay and found that the combine model indeed has the best performance.
Preferential Attachment Only
Bianconi et al. [2] proposed a citation prediction model for papers based on preferential attachment only. This model has the same conceptual basis of Wang et al. [18] and our approach. Hence, we considered the preferential attachment based prediction model [2] with suitable modifications for topics as: Πτ (t) ∼ λτ ×c where N is a growth term, computed for each topic.
We observed that this model being exponential, over estimates the citation dynamics compared to the empirical observations as shown in Figure 5a . Though for high citation topics, we observed that this model performs shows better performance than topics with lesser citations.
Temporal decay Only
To illustrate that only the temporal decay based model is also not good enough, we tested our data on the lognormal decay based prediction model c We observed that this model underestimates the citation prediction for topics in the absence of the preferential attachment term as shown in Figure 5b . Specifically, this model underestimates significantly for topics with high citations.
THREATS TO VALIDITY
We now highlight the threats to validity of our results. Customizing a model developed for research papers to be effective for research topics has required assumptions and workarounds that we have explained in previous sections. In many cases, we have validated the assumptions on the basis of our data-set. However, inherent difference between papers and topics can contribute to some divergence in the results. So far as the construct validity is concerned, we have adapted established bibliometric measures and shown that the individual components of the model follows the observations of the established techniques. Therefore, our study is free from threats to construct validity. As we have used bibliographic information available in the public domain, threats to internal validity are limited by the veracity of these datasets. Though we have used a well-known topic modeling technique, the granularity of the topics, can have an impact on the prediction, specifically, the preferential attachment of a topic may be impacted by the topic granularity. Threats to external validity is defined by how much our results can be generalized. Since we have only considered one research domain, our results are not fully generalizable yet. We plan to validate the model with data from other domains in future. Given access to the data, our results can be easily replicated; hence this study is free from threats to reliability.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed a model for predicting citations that research topics would receive in the near future, based on a citation prediction model by Wang et al. [18] for published papers. For a topic, we defined the topic citations from its constituent papers using the topic distribution. While the original model was defined with a specific journal in mind, and for papers, we have shown that a simple adaption of the same works well for topics which can be defined as a probability distribution over a set of papers. In order to show that the model works for topics, we have shown that all of the trends observed, i.e. i) aging of a paper follows a lognormal distribution, ii) pref attachment exists in paper citations,and iii) paper volume grows exponentially for papers, also apply to the topic distribution.
We have built and verified that topic citations prediction model from a corpus of academic publications in the software engineering domain since its inception till 2013, having 55000+ papers, spanning across 56 venues. Since our empirical model is based on topics, which itself is a derived data, as opposed to a paper, the generation of topics from papers can have an impact on the prediction model. As a part of the future work, we intend to study whether varying the number of topics can have any impact on the accuracy of the prediction model. As a part of the future work, we would like to extend the model for other disciplines of computer science, and observe how the longevity of the topics can be predicted from the citation prediction approach for other disciplines of computer science. It would be interesting to compare and contrast the accuracy of predictions of various topics extracted from publications in other computer science disciplines.
